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Introduction
Welcome to the Eos® Family Show Control User Manual. This manual is intended to provide basic information
specific to the Eos Family show control system. You may want to explore additional resources to learn more
about show control.
The following resources are recommended:
John Huntington, Show Networks and Control Systems, (Brooklyn, NY:Zircon Designs Press, 2012)
The ETC Support Articles: http://www.etcconnect.com/Support/

Help from ETC Technical Services
If you are having difficulties, your most convenient resources are the references given in this user guide. To
search more widely, try the ETC Web site at www.etcconnect.com. If none of these resources are sufficient,
contact ETC Technical Services directly at one of the offices identified below. Emergency service is available
from all ETC offices outside of normal business hours.
When calling for help, please have the following information handy:
Console model and serial number (located on rear or right side panel)
Dimmer manufacturer and installation type
Other components in your system (Unison®, other consoles, etc.)

Americas

United Kingdom

Electronic Theatre Controls Inc

Electronic Theatre Controls Ltd.

Technical Services Department

Technical Services Department

3031 Pleasant View Road

26-28 Victoria Industrial Estate

Middleton, WI 53562

Victoria Road,

800-775-4382 (USA, toll-free)

London W3 6UU England

+1-608 831-4116

+44 (0)20 8896 1000

service@etcconnect.com

service@etceurope.com

Asia

Germany

Electronic Theatre Controls Asia, Ltd.

Electronic Theatre Controls GmbH

Technical Services Department

Technical Services Department

Room 1801, 18/F

Ohmstrasse 3

Tower 1, Phase 1 Enterprise Square

83607 Holzkirchen, Germany

9 Sheung Yuet Road

+49 (80 24) 47 00-0

Kowloon Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong

techserv-hoki@etcconnect.com

+852 2799 1220
service@etcasia.com

Please email comments about this manual to:TechComm@etcconnect.com
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About Eos Family Show Control

In [Setup]>{Show}>{ShowControl}, you can adjust settings for MIDI Show Control, time code (MIDI or
SMPTE), analog, and serial functions.
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Setup Options

x

Show Control Setup

{SMPTE Time Code Rx}

This touchbutton is used to control whether your console can receive SMPTE time code. Choosing “D sabled”
will disable all time code lists that have a SMPTE source. The default for this setting is “Enabled”

{MIDI Time Code Rx}

As above, but for MIDI Time Code instead of SMPTE. The default for this setting is “Enabled

{Resync Frames}

This touchbutton allows you to configure how many frames need to be synced b fore time code starts running.
Frames can be from 1-30. Default is 2 frames.

{MSC Receive}
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This touchbutton toggles the setting for receiving MIDI Show Contr l from an external source between
“Enabled” and “Disabled”. The default setting is “Disabled”.

{MSC Receive Channel}

Also known as a “device ID” this setting configures the MIDI channel for the console to receive MIDI Show
Control information. Only MSC data with the same de ce ID will be received. A device ID can be from 0-126.
MSC commands can be sent to ID 127, which is the All Call device ID. While Eos cannot be set to ID 127, it will
respond to commands sent to the All Call device D Fo example:
{MSC Receive Channel} [5] [0] [Ent r]

{ACN MIDI Rx ID(s)}

.c
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This setting allows you to choose th dev ces from which the console will receive MIDI. When set, the console
will respond to MSC data from a y Net3 gateway that has a matching “ACN MIDI Rx ID.” Gateways will send
the MIDI data over an ACN connec on. When built-in MIDI ports are available, the setting needs to match or
at least contain the MIDI R Group ID in the ECU>{Settings}>{Local I/O}>ShowControl Gateway>Group IDs
setting. For example:
{ACN MIDI R ID} [2] [5] [Enter]
{ACN MID Rx ID} [1] [Thru] [1][0] [Enter]

{MSC Tran mit}

w

This setting, when enabled, allows the console to send MSC messages for actions taken on the console, such
as cue actions, macros firing, and submaster bumps. The default setting is “Disabled”.

w
w

{MSC Transmit Channel}
lso known as “Device ID” this setting allows you to set the device ID with which your console will transmit
MIDI Show Control information. A device ID can be from 0-127. If set to 127, the console will transmit MSC
data to all devices (All Call). For example:

Show Control Setup

{MSC Transmit Channel} [5] [0] [Enter]

9
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Show Control Display
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When you enable the internal clock only, it starts running immediately and triggers events appropriate to the
time.
When both internal and external clocks are enabled, the internal clock does not start running until the first
valid external time is received. After that, it will run whenever the external time source is absent.

x

Loop times

Internal clock
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First and last times define the overall loop. Times can be set anywhere from 00:00:00:00 to 23:59:59:29.
When external time is being received, your console ignores these times. However, you should still set them to
match whatever loop times the external clock is using. When using internal timing, it is important to set the
first and last times. These set the start and stop or loop points of the sequence.

You can set the internal clock at any time by selecting the event list (<Event List> [1] [/]), pressing [Time], and
entering a time.
To reset the internal clock, select the event list and press [Time] [Enter].

Programming a Time Code Event List
Open the show control display.
[Displays]><More SK>>{ShowControl}
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Create a new event list.
<Event> [1] [/] [Enter]
Define the type of input.

<Event> [1] [/] {Type} {MIDI} [Enter]

Define the source of input (this is the source ID number of the Gateway 1-32).
<Event> [1] [/] {Source} {1} [Enter]
Specify if internal and/or external timing is

abled.

<Event> [1] [/] {Internal} {Externa } [Enter]

Define the first time and last time fo the event list (times are given as 00:00:00:00).

lo

<Event> [1] [/] {FirstTime} [ ] [0] [1] [5] [Enter]
<Event> [1] [/] {LastTime} [2] [0] [4] [5] [1] [5] [Enter]
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Specify the number of fr mes per second (FPS) used by the timing source (24, 25, or 30).
<Event> [ ] [/] FrameRate} [2] [5] [Enter]

When working in Live, to show the Time Code times in the Cue List, go to the Cue List Display.
[Cue] [Cue]

w
w

w

Select t e Cue List to be triggered.

18

[Cue] [1] [/]

Now associate the Event List to the Selected Cue List.
[Cue] [1] [/] {Execute} {Timecode} {1} [Enter]
Both the Event List and the Cue List are ready for events to be added. There are three ways that events can be
added into the Event List.

Time Code

Actions
Cues, macros, and submasters can all be triggered from analog inputs (contact closure or analog voltage
above 6.67V).

x

Cues
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Execute the cue with its programmed cue timing.
Create an analog input event where an input on address 2 will fire cue 11.
<Event> [4] [/] [1] {Address} [2] [Cue] [1] [1] [Enter]

Macros
Triggers the macro and begin execution immediately.

Create an analog input event where an input on address 3 will fire macro 1.
<Event> [4] [/] [1] {Address} [3] [Macro] [1] [Enter]

Submasters
There are four modes: On, Off, Bump, and Fader.
On
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The submaster will act as if the bump button was pressed and held down. Thi will toggle, or release the same
state, when activated again.
Create an analog input event where an input on address 4 will s t Sub 1 to On.
<Event> [4] [/] [1] {Address} [4] [Sub] [1] {On} [Enter]
Off

Used to release the submaster’s bump button when t iggered from a Sub On action elsewhere in a show control action
Create an analog input event where an inpu on ddress 5 will set Sub 1 back Off.
<Event> [4] [/] [1] {Address} [5] [ ub] [1] {Off} [Enter]
Bump
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Acts as if the input is directly c ntrolling the bump button. If the submaster is set to have a dwell time of Man
(manual), then it will instantly lash and turn back off. It is generally recommended to set the submaster to
have a dwell time of Hold or a specified time. The first trigger will turn the submaster On. If the submaster is set
to a dwell time of Hold the second trigger will turn the submaster Off.
Create an analog i p t ev nt where an input on address 6 will bump Sub 1.
<Event> [4] [/] [1] {Address} [6] [Sub] [2] {Bump} [Enter]

Fader

w

Acts a if the input is directly controlling the fader on the submaster. A contact closure will move the fader from
0 to 100% instantly. A 0-10VDC input will fade the value proportionally, where 0VDC is the fader at 0%, and
10VDC is the fader at 100%.

w
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Create an analog input event where an input on address 7 will control the fader for Sub 3.

24

<Event> [4] [/] [1] {Address} [7] [Sub] [3] {Fader} [Enter]

Analog Inputs
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Analog Inputs
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<Event> [2] [Enter]
Assign the sACN address using universe/address format

w
w

w
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{Action} {Sub} [1] {Fader} [Enter]
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Add the action to execute. Actions can be either a cue, submaster, or macro

x

{sACN} [4] [/] [2] [Enter]

28

sACN Input

MSC Formatted - 00 33
Eos- Cue 1 (no cue list provided – assumes cue list 1)
MSC Formatted -31 00

x

For example, sending Device ID 3 a GO command for cue 5.4 in list 99 would be formatted as follows:

Setting Submasters, Playback Masters, or Grandmasters
Submasters from 1-127 are represented as values 01 to 7F
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F0 7F 03 02 01 01 35 2E 34 00 39 39 7F

The master playback “up” fader (128) is represented as two hexadecimal numbers in a row - 00 01.

The master playback “down” fader (129) is represented as two hexadecimal numbers in a row – 01 0
The grandmaster fader (510) is represented as two hexadecimal numbers in a row – 7E 03.
There are three simple rules for formatting:
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1. Level values are sent as 0-100 in decimal form, which would be sent as 00-64 i hex decimal
2. Submasters – send the fader number, followed by 00 (in hex), then the level value, and finally 00 (in
hex).
For example, sending submaster 1 to 100% would be sent as 01 00 64 00.
3. Playback Masters and Grandmasters – send the fader number, followed by 00 (in hex), and then the
level value. You do not need to end the command with 00.
For example, setting the grandmaster to 75% would be sent as 7E 03 00 4B
For example, sending Device ID 3 a SET command for sub 4 to 0% w uld be formatted as follows:
F0 7F 03 02 01 06 04 00 00 00 7F

As a second example, sending Device ID 10 a SET command for the playback master “up” fader to 100%
would be formatted as follows:
F0 7F 0A 02 01 06 00 01 00 64 7F

Firing Macros

Macros are relatively simple. Only macro 1-127 can be triggered, represented by one hexadecimal byte.

lo

Eos - Macro 12
MSC Formatted 0C

For example, sending Dev ce I 5 a FIRE command for macro 17 would be formatted as follows:

w
w

w
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F0 7F 05 02 01 07 11 F7

32

MIDI Show Control

Options
The following options are available:
{Note}

x

You can choose any musical note name (C-B, chromatic).
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{Octave}
You can choose the specific octave for the note (octaves 0-10), or chose Any, and the console will respond
when any octave of the selected note is received.
{Channel}

This should match the MIDI Channel for the note command (1-16 or 0-F). If set to Any, the console
when any MIDI channel is sent a note command.
{Velocity} and {Velocity Threshold}

l respond

In MIDI, the velocity represents the relative loudness or intensity of the note, where 1 (01) is ery soft, or ppp,
and 127 (7F) is very loud, or fff. (A MIDI Note On with a velocity of 0 is a special case and is treated as a Note
Off command).

The Velocity setting specifies the exact velocity in the MIDI Note message that must be received for the action
to be executed. Whenever the exact velocity is received, regardless of thresh ld t e event will fire.

Examples:
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The Threshold is an optional way to specify the minimum velocity that mu be ceived for the action to be
executed. In other words, the MIDI note velocity must be greater than or e ual to the threshold value. If the
threshold is 0, this parameter is ignored.

lo

Velocity 127, Threshold 0 – The console is looking for an in ming MIDI note with a velocity of 127 (7F).
The threshold is ignored.
Velocity 127, Threshold 50 – The console is look ng fo an incoming MIDI note with a velocity that is
greater than or equal to 50 (hex 32)
Velocity 1, Threshold 50 – The console is l oking for an incoming MIDI note with a velocity that is
greater than or equal to 50 (hex 32). If he note with a velocity of 1 is received, the event will also fire as
it matches the velocity parameter.
Velocity 0, Threshold 50 - The con ole is looking for an incoming MIDI note with a velocity that is
greater than or equal to 50 (hex 32). If the note with a velocity of 0 is received, the event will also fire as
it matches the velocity param ter
Velocity 0, Threshold 0 – Th console is looking for an incoming MIDI note that has a velocity of 0.
Threshold is ignored

w
w

w
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Program Change Events

40

ogram Change commands typically represent a change in the MIDI voice or instrument type that should be
used for a particular MIDI channel. Similar to MIDI Note commands, the MIDI data that is expected to be
received is shown in the CIA and changes as you select event parameters. When finished configuring the program change event, press {OK} to store the event. Otherwise, press {Cancel} to undo the changes.

MIDI Raw

Message Structure
Program change messages have the structure CN XX, where N represents the MIDI channel number and XX
represents the program number.

x

Options
{Channel}
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The following options are available:

This should match the MIDI Channel for the note command (1-16, 0-F). If set to Any, the console will respond
when any MIDI channel is sent a note command.
{Program Number}

The program number is any value between 0-127 (0-7F). Many devices will display this as 1-128 – f this is the
case for your other device, subtract one from the desired program number.
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Control Change Events

Control Change commands were designed to represent spec fic a tions on MIDI devices, like pedals actuations
and effects. For example, the Damper Pedal on a keyboard is often represented by controller number 64 (hex
40). Similar to MIDI Note commands, the MIDI data tha is expected to be received is shown in the CIA and
changes as you select event parameters. When fin sh d c nfiguring the control change event, press {OK} to
store the event. Otherwise, press {Cancel} to und the changes.

Message Structure

Program change messages have the struc ure BN XX YYY, where N represents the MIDI channel number, XX
represents the controller number, and YY represents the data byte.

lo

Options

The following options are available:
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{Channel}

This should match th MIDI Channel for the note command (1-16, 0-F). If set to Any, the console will respond
when any MIDI channe is sent a note command.
{Controller Number}

The controlle number is any value between 0-127 (00-7F). Many devices will display this as 1-128 – if this is
the case for your other device, subtract one from the desired controller number.

w

{Da a}

w
w

Th data parameter is any value between 0-127 (00-7F). Many devices will display this as 1-128 – if this is the
case for your other device, subtract one from the desired data byte.

MIDI Raw

41

Create a new Event List and choose the Network type
<Event> [6] [/] {Type} {Network} [Enter]
Enable the list to respond to {External} sources
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Creating a Note On Event

x

<Event> [6] [/] {External} [Enter]

Create a new event and open the MIDI String configuration screen
<Event> [1] [More SK] {MIDI String}
Select the {Note On} type
{Note On}
Select the MIDI Note value, for example, Bb (B-flat)
{A#/Bb}

Select the MIDI Note octave or leave it as Any. In this example, we’ll choose An
<Octave> {Any}

<Channel> {1}
Select the velocity
<Velocity> {127}
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Select the MIDI channel

Optionally, select the velocity threshold so that the event will be triggered if the message is above this level. To
disable velocity threshold, leave it at zero.
<Velocity Threshold> {0}
Press {OK} to save the event
{OK}

Specify the action for the event

lo

<Event> [1] [Macro] [ ] [Enter]
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Creating a Note Off Event

Create a new event a d open the MIDI String configuration screen
<Event [2] [More SK] {MIDI String}

Select the {Note Off} type

w

{Note Off}

w
w

Select the MIDI Note value, for example, Bb (B-flat)

MIDI Raw

{A#/Bb}

Select the MIDI Note octave or leave it as Any. In this example, we’ll choose Any.
<Octave> {Any}
Select the MIDI channel
<Channel> {1}

43

Select the velocity
<Velocity> {0}

x

Optionally, select the velocity threshold so that the event will be triggered if the message is above this level. To
disable velocity threshold, leave it at zero.

Press {OK} to save the event
{OK}
Specify the action for the event
<Event> [2] [Macro] [2] [Enter]

Creating a Program Change Event
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<Velocity Threshold> {1}

Create a new event and open the MIDI String configuration screen
<Event> [3] [More SK] {MIDI String}
Select the {Program Change} type
{Program Change}

<Channel> {7}
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Select the MIDI channel

Select the program number

<Program Number> {3}{2}
Press {OK} to save the event
{OK}

Specify the action for the event

<Event> [3] [Cue] [1][0] [Enter]

lo

Creating a Control Change Event

Create a new event and open he MIDI String configuration screen
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<Event> [4] [More SK] {MIDI String}
Select the {Control Change} type
{Contr l Cha ge}

Select the M DI channel

w

<Channel> {7}

w
w

Select the controller number

44

<Controller Number> {6}{4}

Specify the data value
<Data> {1}{2}{7}
Press {OK} to save the event
{OK}

MIDI Raw

Specify the action for the event
<Event> [4] [Sub] [1] {On} [Enter]

Cues and Subs
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MIDI messages can be sent from cues and subs (using {Execute}) or from a Macro.

x

Sending MIDI

After selecting a cue and pushing {Execute}, the {MIDI Raw} softkey becomes available. Notes can either be
input using hexadecimal values (00-FF) or decimal (0-255) values depending on the connected device The console will default to hexadecimal format. To use decimal format, begin the MIDI string with “D”.
The string will be sent any time the cue is executed or the submaster is bumped.

Sending a MIDI Raw String from a Cue or Sub
Hexadecimal Format
Select a cue or sub.
[Cue] [1]
Press the {Execute} softkey.
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[Cue] [1] {Execute}
New softkeys will appear, press the {MIDI Raw} softkey.
[Cue] [1] {Execute} {MIDI Raw}

Define the MIDI string, in this case we will use Hexade mal o send a Note On command for note C3 to channel 1 with a velocity of 127.
[Cue] [1] {Execute} {MIDI Raw} 91 3C 7F [Enter]

Decimal Format
Select a cue or sub.
[Sub] [1]

lo

Press the {Execute} softkey.
[Sub] [1] {Execut }
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New softkeys will appea press the {MIDI Raw} softkey.
[Sub] [1] {Exec te} {MIDI Raw}

Define the MIDI string, in this case we will use decimal to send the same command as before - a Note On command for not C3 to channel 1 with a velocity of 127.

w

[Sub] [1] {Execute} {MIDI Raw} D 145 60 127 [Enter]

w
w

M cros

MIDI Raw

A {MIDI Raw} softkey is available in the macro editor display. Any text entered after the string command in the
macro will be sent to all string interfaces when that macro is fired. The same syntax applies in macros as they
would in cues – either hexadecimal or decimal values can be entered.

45
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MIDI Raw
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OSC List Convention
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The OSC List convention is used to send OSC commands that may exceed 512 bytes of data.

x

Appendix: Advanced OSC

To add an OSC List of items to an OSC Command, append the OSC Command Path with /list/<index>/<count>, where <index> is the zero-based index offset into the entire list and <total> is the total number of elements in the entire list.
For Example:
OSC List that fits in a single packet

/eos/out/get/curve/901/list/0/3 = <uint32: 0> <string: 0DF9082C-4A39-40FC-9532-6C3AC01BC6B5>
<string: IES Square>
OSC List that spans 2 packets

/eos/out/get/curve/901/list/0/3 = <uint32: 0> <string: 0DF9082C-4A39-40FC-9532-6C3AC01BC6B5> /eos/out/get/curve/901/list/2/3 = <string: IES Square>
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OSC UID

UIDs uniquely identify each show data target, and are preserv d in he show file. This allows you to synchronize with a show file once and then again at a later time, e n if changes were made in between.
UIDs will be specified as strings in the following format:
XXXXXXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXXXXXXXXXX
For Example:

B0BAE0A0-3BBE-4004-888B-F61CA125D0 0

OSC Numbers and Number Range

OSC Arguments that contains numb rs or n mber ranges will be sent as follows:

For Example:

.c
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10
“1.23"

lo

Eos target numbers will be sent as 32-bit integers when possible. If they are not whole numbers (ex: Cue
1.23), they will be sent as strings.

When a range um s contains 2 or more consecutive whole numbers, they will be represented as strings in
the followin format:
X-Y

w
w

w

For Example :

“1-100”

SC Gel
Gels will be represented as strings in the following format:
<Gel Manufacturer Abbreviation><Gel Number>
For Example:
“AP1150” (Apollo 1150)

Appendix: Advanced OSC
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/eos/get/ms/count (ms = Magic Sheet)
Eos will reply with the matching command:
/eos/out/get/cuelist/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/group/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/macro/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/sub/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/preset /count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/ip/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/fp/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/cp/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/bp/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/curve/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/fx/count = <uint32: count>
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/eos/out/get/snap/count = <uint32: count>
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/eos/out/get/cue/<cue list number>/count = <uint32: count>

x

/eos/out/get/patch/count = <uint32: count>

/eos/out/get/pixmap/count = <uint32: count>
/eos/out/get/ms/count = <uint32: count>

Now you can request detailed information for each item form index 0 to count as follows:
/eos/get/patch/index/<index number>

/eos/get/cuelist/index/<index number>

/eos/get/cue/<cue list number>/index/ ind x number>
/eos/get/group/index/<index number>

/eos/get/macro/index/<index number> /eos/get/sub/index/<index number>

lo

/eos/get/preset/index/<inde number>
/eos/get/ip/index/<index n mber>
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/eos/get/fp/index/<ind x number>
/eos/get/cp/inde /<index number>
/eos/get/bp/index/ ndex number>
/eos/get/curve/i dex/<index number>
/eos/g t/fx/index/<index number>

w

/eos/get/snap/index/<index number>

w
w

/eos get/pixmap/index/<index number>
os/get/ms/index/<index number>

Eos will reply with the matching command: (detailed OSC arguments for each data type listed below)
/eos/out/get/patch/<channel number>/<part number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index>
<string: UID> ...
/eos/out /get/cuelist/<cue list number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...
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/eos/out /get/cue/<cue list number>/<cue number>/<cue part number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...
/eos/get/group/<group number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...
/eos/get/macro/<macro number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...

x

/eos/get/sub/<sub number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...

za
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/eos/get/preset/<preset number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...
/eos/get/ip/<ip number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...

/eos/get/fp/<fp number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...

/eos/get/cp/<cp number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...

/eos/get/bp/<bp number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...

/eos/get/curve/<curve number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: U D> ...
/eos/get/fx/<fx number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID>

/eos/get/snap/<snap number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...

/eos/get/pixmap/<pixmap number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> <string: UID> ...
/eos/get/ms/<ms number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: list index> < ing: UID> ...

Integrating Your App with Eos: Step 3 – Staying in Sync
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Your app can now request all of the show data from Eos, but if a user is diting show data, your app would
become out of sync. The solution to this is to subscribe to Eos s ow data changes with the following command: /eos/subscribe = <uint32: X> (where 0=unsubscribe, =subscribe)
While subscribed, Eos will send the following commands whe E s show data changes:

In the reply, the first argument will be a sequence num er, fo lowed by a list of the targets that changed. The
targets are specified OSC Numbers and/or OSC Nu ber anges
/eos/out/notify/patch/list/<list index>/<list cou t> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/notify/cuelist/list/<list index>/<lis co nt> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/notify/cue/<cue list number> ist/< st index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/notify/group/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
de

/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...

lo

/eos/out/notify/macro/list/<list

/eos/out/notify/sub/list/ list nde >/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/notify/preset/list/< ist index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
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/eos/out/notify/ip/list/<l st index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/notify/fp/list <list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/notify/cp/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/not fy/bp/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...

w

/eos/o t/notify/curve/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/ou /notify/fx/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...

w
w

/eos/out/notify/snap/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
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/ os/out/notify/pixmap/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
/eos/out/notify/ms/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: sequence number>, ...
When your app receives a notification that Eos show data has changed, you should then request detailed
information about the modified show data. You may request detailed show data via target number or UID.
(From the initial sync, you should be able to build a mapping of each type of show data to correlate target number with UID)

OSC List Convention

Request detailed show data information via target number:
/eos/get/patch/<channel number> (Eos returns ALL parts)
/eos/get/patch/<channel number>/<part number> (specific channel part)
/eos/get/cue/<cue list number>/<cue number> (Eos returns base cue and ALL parts)

za
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/eos/get/cue/<cue list number>/<cue number>/0 (base cue)

x

/eos/get/cuelist/<cue list number>

/eos/get/cue/<cue list number>/<cue number>/<cue part number> (specific cue part)
/eos/get/group/<group number>
/eos/get/macro/<macro number>
/eos/get/sub/<sub number>
/eos/get/preset/<preset number>
/eos/get/ip/<ip number>
/eos/get/fp/<fp number>
/eos/get/cp/<cp number>
/eos/get/bp/<bp number>
/eos/get/curve/<curve number>
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/eos/get/fx/<fx number>
/eos/get/snap/<snap number>

/eos/get/pixmap/<pixmap number>
/eos/get/ms/<ms number>

Request detailed show data information via UID:
/eos/get/patch/uid/<UID>

/eos/get/cuelist/uid/<UID>
/eos/get/cue/uid/<UID>

/eos/get/group/uid/<UID>
/eos/get/macro/uid/<UID>

lo

/eos/get/sub/uid/<UID>

/eos/get/preset/uid/<UID>
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/eos/get/ip/uid/<UID>

/eos/get/fp/uid/<UID>

/eos/get/cp/uid/<U D>

/eos/get/bp uid <UID>

/eos/g t/curve/uid/<UID>

w

/eos/get/fx/uid/<UID>

w
w

/eos get/snap/uid/<UID>
os/get/pixmap/uid/<UID>

/eos/get/ms/uid/<UID>
Eos will reply with the same command as if the detailed information were requested via index as shown in Step
2.
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<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>

x

<string: fixture manufacturer>
<string: fixture model>

za
.c
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.m

<uint32: address>

<uint32: address of intensity parameter> (useful for monitoring streaming output to see live levels)
<uint32: current level>
<string: OSC Gel>
<string: text 1>
<string: text 2>
<string: text 3>
<string: text 4>
<string: text 5>
<string: text 6>
<string: text 7>
<string: text 9>
<string: text 10>
<uint32: part count>
For Example:
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<string: text 8>

/eos/out/get/patch/1/1/list/0/20 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Fixture Label”,
“ETC_Fixtures”, “S4_LED_S2_Lustr_Direct” 1, 1 0, “R80”, “My_Text_One”, “My_Text_Two”, “My_Text_
Three”, “My_Text_Four“, “My_Text_Five , “My_Text_Six”, “My_Text_Seven”, “My_Text_Eight”, “My_
Text_Nine”, “My_Text_Ten”, 1

PATCH (2 OF 2):
<uint32: index>

lo

/eos/out/get/patch/<channe number>/<part number>/notes =

.c
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<string: OSC UID>
<string: notes>
For Example:

/eos/out/get/patch/1/1/notes = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Notes”

CUEL ST (1 OF 2):

w

/eos/ou /get/cuelist/<cue list number>/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: index>

w
w

<stri g: OSC UID>
string: label>

<string: playback mode>
<string: fader mode> <bool: independent>
<bool: HTP>
<bool: assert>

OSC List Convention
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<bool: block>
<bool: background>
<bool: solo mode>

x

<uint32: timecode list>
For Example:

za
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<bool: OOS sync>
/eos/out/get/cuelist/1/list/0/13 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Cue List One
Label”, “Master”, “Proportional”, True, False, True, False, False, False, 1, False

CUELIST (2 OF 2):

/eos/out /get/cuelist/<cue list number>/links/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<OSC Number Range: linked cue lists list>
For Example:

/eos/out/get/cuelist/1/links/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, 2

CUE (1 OF 4):
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>

sm
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/eos/out /get/cue/<cue list number>/<cue number>/<cue part number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =

<uint32: up time duration (ms)>
<uint32: up time delay (ms)>

<uint32: down time duration (ms)>
<uint32: down time delay (ms)>

<uint32: focus time duration (ms)>

lo

<uint32: focus time delay (ms)>

<uint32: color time duration (m )>

.c
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<uint32: color time delay (ms)

<uint32: beam time dura on (ms)>
<uint32: beam time delay (ms)>
<bool: preh at>

<OSC Number curve>

w

<uint32 rate>

<stri g: mark>

w
w

<string: block>
<string: assert>
<OSC Number: link> or <string: link> (string if links to a separate cue list)
<uint32: follow time (ms)>
<uint32: hang time (ms)>
<bool: all fade>
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<uint32: loop>
<bool: solo>
<string: timecode>

x

<uint32: part count> (not including base cue, so zero for cues with no parts)
For Example:

CUE (2 OF 4):
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/eos/out/get/cue/1/1/0/list/0/27 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Cue One Label”,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 6000, 0, 0, 0, True, 901, 90, “”, “B”, “A”, 3, 0, 0, True, 1, False, “00:00:00:02”, 0

/eos/out /get/cue/<cue list number>/<cue number>/<cue part number>/fx/list/<list index>/<list count>
=
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<OSC Number Range: effect list>
For Example:

/eos/out/get/cue/1/1/0/fx/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “1-3”

CUE (3 OF 4):

<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
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/eos/out /get/cue/<cue list number>/<cue number>/<cue part number>/links/list/<list index>/<list
count> =

<OSC Number Range: linked cue lists list>
For Example:

/eos/out/get/cue/1/1/0/links/list/0/3 = 0, “0 000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, 2

CUE (4 OF 4):

<uint32: index>

lo

/eos/out /get/cue/<cue list numbe >/<cue number>/<cue part number>/actions/list/<list index>/<list
count> =
<string: OSC UID>
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<string: ext link action>
For Example:

/eos/out/get/ ue/1/1 0/actions/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “Chan 90 At
Full”

GROUP (1 OF 2):

w

/eo /ge /group/<group number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =

w
w

<ui t32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>
For Example:
/eos/out/get/group/1.2/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Group One Point
Two Label”
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GROUP (2 OF 2):
/eos/get/group/<group number>/channels/list/<list index>/<list count> = <uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>

x

<string: label>
For Example:
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/eos/out/get/group/1.2/channels/list/0/5 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “1-100”, 200,
300

MACRO (1 OF 2):

/eos/get/macro/<macro number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>
<string: mode>
For Example:

MACRO (2 OF 2):
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/eos/out/get/macro/1/list/0/4 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Macro One Label”,
“”

/eos/get/macro/<macro number>/text/list/<list index>/<list c un
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>

=

<string: command text> (split into multiple packets via OSC List convention if necessary)
For Example:

/eos/out/get/macro/1/text/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “Go_To_Cue Out
Time 0”

SUB (1 OF 2):
<uint32: index>

lo

/eos/get/sub/<sub number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<string: OSC UID>
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<string: label>

<string: mode>

<string: fade mode>
<bool: HTP>

w

<bool: xclu ive>

<bool: b ckground>

w
w

<boo : restore>
string: priority>
<string: up time>
<string: dwell time>
<string: down time>
For Example:
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/eos/out/get/sub/3/list/0/13 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Sub Three Label”,
“Additive”, “Proportional”, True, False, True, False, “”, “0”, “Man”, “0”

SUB (2 OF 2):

x

/eos/get/sub/<sub number>/fx/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<string: OSC UID>
<OSC Number Range: effect list>
For Example:
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<uint32: index>

/eos/out/get/sub/3/fx/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, 10

PRESET (1 OF 4):

/eos/get/preset/<preset number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>
<bool: absolute>
For Example:
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<bool: locked>

/eos/out/get/preset/10/list/0/5 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-00 0-000000000000”, “My Preset Ten Label”,
True, True

PRESET (2 OF 4):

/eos/get/preset/<preset number>/channels/list <li t index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>

<OSC Number Range: channel list>
For Example:

lo

/eos/out/get/preset/10/channels list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “1-5”

PRESET (3 OF 4):
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/eos/get/preset/<preset number>/byType/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>

<string: OSC UID>

<OSC Num er R nge: by type channel list>
For Ex mple:

w

/eo / u /get/preset/10/byType/list/0/2 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”

w
w

PRESET (4 OF 4):
/ os/get/preset/<preset number>/fx/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<OSC Number Range: effect list>
For Example:

OSC List Convention
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/eos/out/get/preset/10/fx/list/0/0 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”

PALETTE (1 OF 3):
/eos/get/<palette type>/<palette number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =

x

<uint32: index>
<string: label>
<bool: absolute>
<bool: locked>
For Example:
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<string: OSC UID>

/eos/out/get/ip/1/list/0/5 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My IP One Lab l”, False, False

PALETTE (2 OF 3):

/eos/get/<palette type>/<palette number>/channels/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<OSC Number Range: channel list>
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For Example:

/eos/out/get/ip/1/channels/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0 00-000000000000”, 1-5(s)

PALETTE (3 OF 3):

/eos/get/<palette type>/<palette number>/byType/l st/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>

<OSC Number Range: by type channel list>
For Example:

/eos/out/get/ip/1/byType/list/0/2 = 0 “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”

lo

CURVE (1 OF 1):

/eos/get/curve/<curve numbe /list/<list index>/<list count> =
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<uint32: index>

<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>
For Example

/eos/out/get/curve/901/list/0/2 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “IES Square”

w

EFFECT (1 OF 1):

w
w

/eo get/fx/<fx number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
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<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>
<string: effect type>
<string: entry>

OSC List Convention

<string: exit>
<string: duration>
<uint32: scale>

x

For Example:
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/eos/out/get/fx/901/list/0/8 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “Circle”, “Focus”, “Immediate”, “Immediate”, “Infinite”, 25

SNAPSHOT (1 OF 1):

/eos/get/snap/<snap number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>
For Example:

/eos/out/get/snap/1/list/0/2 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My S ap One Label”

PIXEL MAP (1 OF 2):

/eos/get/pixmap/<pixmap number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>
<uint32: server channel>
<string: interface>
<uint32: width>
<uint32: height>
<uint32: pixel count>
<uint32: fixture count>
For Example:
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<uint32: index>

lo

/eos/out/get/pixmap/1/list/0/9 = 0, 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My Pixmap One Label”,
100, “sACN”, 32, 32, 1024, 1024
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PIXEL MAP (2 OF 2):

/eos/get/pixmap/<p xmap number>/channels/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>

<string: OSC UID

<OSC Number Range: layer channel list>

w

For Example:

w
w

/ os/out/get/pixmap/1/channels/list/0/3 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “101-105”

MAGIC SHEET (1 OF 1):
/eos/get/ms/<ms number>/list/<list index>/<list count> =
<uint32: index>
<string: OSC UID>
<string: label>

OSC List Convention
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For Example:
/eos/out/get/ms/1/list/0/2 = 0, “00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000”, “My MS One Label”
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In Eos, open the Diagnostics tab (Hold [Tab] and press [9][9]). Click {Incoming OSC} to enable logging of
incoming OSC commands and {Outgoing OSC} to log outgoing OSC commands.

x

OSC Troubleshooting

w
w

w

.c
ar

lo
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To verify that basic OSC communication is working, you may send the command /eos/ping and Eos will reply
with /eos/out/ping. You may also add any number of arguments to the command, for example, if you want
to measure latency.
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